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About This Game
Axe Throw VR is the perfect virtual reality arcade party game - almost anyone can play! Left handed, right handed, big or
small, young or old. In Axe Throw, a virtual axe throwing range becomes your playground or you can see how long you can fend
off a zombie apocalypse in survival mode.
With unlockable axes, lots of achievements, plenty of different target types to challenge your skills, and the zombie survival
mode, you're going to find this game easy to pick up and hard to master. There's also a practice mode where you can throw as
many axes as you like to improve your VR axe throwing techniques.
Master your throwing, take on some undead and storm your way up the Steam leaderboards to show the world how it's done!
**IMPORTANT: MADE FOR HTC VIVE AND OCULUS RIFT ONLY**
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Title: Axe Throw VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Sports
Developer:
PsychicParrot
Publisher:
PsychicParrot
Release Date: 17 Sep, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10
Processor: Intel i5-4590
Memory: 8 MB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD R9 390
Storage: 500 MB available space
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axe throw vr
I F***ING LOVE this game, one of my favourite point n clicks, nice humor, suitable for everyone, and it feels
piratey/adventurey, the best of feelings!. I'm returning this game.
Sure you can build stuff, but the model only matters for Center of Mass and hitpoints.
It's got a good modeling engine, so if you wanted to recreate units from another RTS game, maybe it's good.
But the mechanics aren't anything to write home about.
All of the intresting stuff you get via the campain somehow, but it doesn't incentive any playstyles with tradeoffs, just upgrades
as far as I can tell.
The UI is also lacking.
It's an intresting concept, but not fun to play.. As usual, Big Fat Sim has made another addicting game I can't stop playing. :-).
Better than porn, 11/8 would♥♥♥♥♥again. I enjoyed this game, if your next one has humour like this one, I will get it too..
Decent game with really cool mechanics, but it's a dead game so every match is just you vs AI. The AI are very poorly coded as
well. They are extremely easy to kill and no competition whatsoever. I cannot recommend this game for that very reason.. Not
bad, not great. It was kind of like those scare house rides some theme parks have, except you aren't in a moving tram thing.
Game was about 25 mins long which isn't terrible since I only paid like 2 dollars. The scale was way off for me, and I was
floating way above the chair (I started the game sitting down as suggested), but it was still enjoyable enough.
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Absolutly disguisting. Game will not run on any version of windows and has been abandoned. DO NOT BUY. Spent like 2 hours
trying to find a fix for this classic game but nothing works.. Polyball was a really fun and addicting little marble game. I played a
lot of the Marble Blast games when I was younger, so this game was just for me. Finding the hidden trophies in every level can
be a little bit of a challenge considering there is no guide, but they're not so bad to find usually. The max amount of time it took
me to find one in a level was around half an hour. You can get all the score and gold medals in earlier sectors and then be able to
just relax for the rest of the game once you hit that sweet 135 medal mark for unlocking the last sector. Check astats guides for
the distance grind.. I wanted to like this game, but honestly, I can't recommend it. Not only did I not find it that scary (a few
parts got me), but the bugs and crashes really ruined my immersion. Two seperate times I was instantly grabbed and killed when
transitioning to a new part of the house. A couple of serious moments I even found laughable due to really strange graphical
design choices. A few patches might make this game a lot scarier, but until then, pass.. The game should not be available for
Oculus. Its so annoying to play it with Oculus. The game seems not to be updated anymore but its still early access. I don't
recommend to buy it. Sad, it seemed to be good when researching in web.. I got this because I remembered it from a windows
package I had years ago - it is indeed that game but my childlike innocence has past and I did not play it for long. Just get it for a
nostalga trip if you want to. I mean the puzzles are fine to I guess.. this game need to be fixed and they will ban you if you
complain about game problem. This huge adventure all ready to go. What could be easyer? click and reward them with parcels.
click play. thanks smite works. Good for early access. Has a lot of potential for teaching computer coding fundamentals. Does
absolutely need work, but that's what you are buying when you buy early access.. Twin-laser-shooter. Looks good, but very
uninspired gameplay. Has been done before, has been done better.
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